Abstract. We prove that the equation A 4 + B 2 = C p has no solutions in coprime positive integers when p ≥ 211. The main step is to show that, for all sufficiently large primes p, every Q-curve over an imaginary quadratic field K with a prime of potentially multiplicative reduction greater than 6 has a surjective mod p Galois representation. The bound on p depends on K and the degree of the isogeny between E and its Galois conjugate, but is independent of the choice of E. The proof of this theorem combines geometric arguments due to Mazur, Momose, Darmon, and Merel with an analytic estimate of the average special values of certain L-functions.
Introduction.
The resolution of the Fermat problem has demonstrated a close relationship between the solutions of Diophantine equations and the arithmetic of abelian varieties over number fields. It remains far from clear which Diophantine equations can be productively studied along the lines developed by Frey, Hellegouarch, Serre, Ribet, Wiles, and Taylor.
In particular, one wonders whether modular abelian varieties can address the classical problem of describing all solutions to the generalized Fermat equation
in coprime integers A, B, C. Darmon and Granville [10] have proved that (1.1) has only finitely many solutions for any particular p, q, r satisfying 1/p+1/q+1/r < 1. It is conjectured that (1.1) has only finitely many solutions, excepting 1 p +2 3 = 3 2 , even if p, q, r are allowed to vary (still subject to 1/p + 1/q + 1/r < 1.) Certain special cases of (1.1) and similar equations have been treated by Darmon, Merel, and Ribet ( [7] , [11] , [26] ) using elliptic curves over Q, and by Bruin [4] using Chabauty methods. In [9] , Darmon discusses the relationship between more general cases of (1.1) and as-yet-unproved conjectures about the Galois representations attached to Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian varieties over number fields.
Our goal in the present paper is twofold. Our main motivation (or, as Darmon and Merel put it in [11] , our "excuse") is to prove the following Diophantine theorem:
THEOREM. (Theorem 4.1) Suppose A, B, C are coprime integers such that
and p ≥ 211. Then AB = 0.
We will attach an elliptic curve E to any solution to (1.2). However, E will be defined not over Q, but over Q [i] , and it will be isogenous to its Galois conjugate. An elliptic curve, like E, whose isogeny class is defined over Q is called a Q-curve. (The idea of studying (1.2) by means of Q-curves was arrived at independently by Darmon in [8] .)
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, it is necessary to bring our knowledge of the arithmetic of Q-curves more in line with our knowledge about elliptic curves defined over Q. Our second goal in this paper is to prove a theorem on surjectivity of mod p representations attached to Q-curves with non-integral j-invariant. If K is a quadratic number field, a Q-curve E/K of degree d is an elliptic curve over K which admits a cyclic isogeny of degree d to its Galois conjugate.
THEOREM. (Theorem 3.14) Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and d a square-free positive integer. There exists an effective constant M K,d such that, for all primes p > M K,d and all Q-curves E/K of degree d, either:
• the representation Pρ E,p : Gal (Q/Q) → PGL 2 (F p ) is surjective, or
• E has potentially good reduction at all primes not dividing 6. Theorem 3.14 plays the role that Mazur's theorem [23] does in the solution of Fermat's problem. It is worth remarking that the analogue of Theorem 3.14 for elliptic curves over Q is still conjectural.
We also need a modularity theorem for Q-curves; we have proved the result we need in an earlier paper with C. Skinner [15] .
Much of the proof of Theorem 3.14 follows along the lines of work of Mazur [23] and Momose [25] for elliptic curves over Q. However, at a key point we must introduce an analytic argument on average special values of L-functions; it is because of the analytic step that we can prove the main theorem of the paper only for p ≥ 211. It should be emphasized that the remaining cases can be handled by a finite, though at present unfeasible, computation. In particular, the methods of this paper yield the following fact (Proposition 4.7):
THEOREM. Let p > 13 be a prime. Suppose there exists either
• a newform in S 2 (Γ 0 (2p 2 )) with w p f = f and w 2 f = −f ; or 
The curves X 0 (mp), X s 0 (m; p) and X ns 0 (m; p) have involutory automorphisms w m arising from the Fricke involution w m on X 0 (m). Let K be a quadratic field. For
Note that X K (Q) can be described as the subset of P ∈ X(K) such that P σ = w m P, for σ a generator of Gal (K/Q).
Recall that a Q-curve E/K is an elliptic curve which is isogenous to its Galois conjugate. If there exists such an isogeny of degree d, we say E/K is a Q-curve of degree d.
In Then the point of X 0 (dp)(K) (resp. X s
Proof. We will discuss the case of X 0 (dp); the other two are similar. Let C p be the cyclic subgroup of E[ p]/K which is fixed by Gal (K/K). Let µ : E σ → E be the degree d isogeny, and let
by sending x to µ(x σ ). Since, by hypothesis, Pρ E,p (σ) fixes C p , we have that
which proves the desired result.
3. Good reduction for Q-curves with rational level structures. In this section we use arguments derived from Mazur's foundational paper [23] in order to show that points on twisted modular curves of large level must have good reduction at all large primes. Then suppose • The absolute ramification index e of R is less than − 1;
• φ is a formal immersion at x λ .
• The restriction of
Then x λ and y λ are distinct points of X smooth (R/λ).
Proof. The proposition is essentially Corollary 4.3 of [23] . For the reader's convenience, we recount the argument here. Let q ∈ A(R) be the point φ( y)−φ(x).
First of all, suppose that the restriction to q to A(L) is a non-zero torsion point of order m. Then it follows from a theorem of Raynaud [23, Prop. 1.1] that the specialization of q to the closed point of Spec R also has exact order m. In particular, q does not reduce to 0 mod λ. Thus, y does not reduce to x mod λ.
So we may assume that φ( y) = φ(x). Suppose x λ = y λ . The section
restricts to a map from Spec R to the spectrum of the completed local ringÔ X,x λ . So x yields a map of ringsx
Likewise, y yields a mapỹ
Since x = y, the two mapsx andỹ are distinct. Let 0 λ be the identity in A(R/λ). Then the fact that φ is a formal immersion along x means precisely that the map of completed local ringsφ Proof. Let C/Q be the twisted modular curve X 0 (dp) K , and take J = Jac (C). By Proposition 2.2, E corresponds to a point P ∈ C(Q). We will think of P as lying in C(K) = X 0 (dp)(K). Let λ be a prime of K of characteristic greater than 3. We denote by ∞ the usual cusp of X 0 (dp), and by ∞ p the corresponding cusp of X 0 ( p).
Define a map g : X 0 (dp) → J 0 ( p) by the rule
Let f be a Hecke eigenform in S 2 (Γ 0 ( p)). The map π f • g : X 0 (dp) → A f extends by the Néron mapping property to a map, also denoted π f • g, from the smooth part of X 0 (dp)/Z to the Néron model of A f , which we also denote A f .
Proof. First of all, π f •g induces an isomorphism of the residue fields attached to the points ∞ ∈ X smooth 0 (dp)(F λ ) and 0 ∈ A f (F λ ), both of which are F λ . So it suffices to show that the map
is a surjection [17, 17.4.4] . Let g 1 : X smooth 0 (dp
where p, the "forgetting of d-structure" morphism, is unramified at ∞ and j is a formal immersion at the point at infinity of X 0 ( p) (F λ X 0 (dp)
By the hypotheses on p, we can, and do, choose an eigenform f ∈ S 2 (Γ 0 ( p)) such that A f (Q) is a finite group. For instance, we may choose f so that A f lies in the Eisenstein quotient of J 0 ( p). We now want to derive a contradiction from Proposition 3.1.
Suppose E has potentially multiplicative reduction at λ. Applying an AtkinLehner involution if necessary, we may assume that P reduces to ∞ mod λ.
We will now apply Proposition 3.1, where L = K λ , X = X 0 (dp), and A = A f . Take x to be the section ∞, and y to be the section given by P. It follows from the potentially multiplicative reduction of E that y is a section of X 0 (dp) smooth /O K λ .
Finally, take φ to be the map π f • g. Since L is a quadratic extension of Q , and > 3, we have e < − 1. By Lemma 3.3, φ is a formal immersion at
Let σ be the nontrivial element of Gal (K/Q); then
In particular, φ( y) = π f ( g(P)) lies in A f (Q), and therefore has finite order. Note also that φ(x) = π f ( g(∞)) = 0. We can conclude that x λ = y λ , contradicting the hypothesis that P reduces to ∞ mod λ. Proof. This case is very similar to that of Proposition 3.2. Here, the key lemma on formal immersions is due to Momose [25] .
Let C be the twisted modular curve X s 0 (d; p) K . Then E yields a point
To be more precise, Let
be the map defined by
Then we have a diagram of schemes over Q
where h − is defined to make the above diagram commute. The moduli problem over Spec Q coarsely represented by X sc 0 (d; p) can be extended to a moduli problem over Spec Z as in [19] ; this moduli problem is coarsely represented by a curve over Spec Z, which we also denote X sc
is isomorphic to X 0 (dp 2 ).) The curve X sc 0 (d; p) is smooth away from characteristics dividing dp. In characteristics dividing d, the reduction of X sc 0 (d; p) is smooth away from supersingular points, and in particular is smooth at all cusps. In characteristic p, the reduction of X sc 0 (d; p) is made up of three components, parametrizing triples (E, C d , A p , B p ) where, respectively:
• B p ∼ = µ pé tale-locally;
• neither A p nor B p isétale-locally isomorphic to µ p .
The smooth part of the special fiber at p contains the ordinary locus in the first two components. (See [25, §1] and [19, (13.5.6 )] for facts used here about the special fiber.) By the Néron mapping property, h extends to a map from X sc;smooth 0
We base change this map to
Proof. We proceed much as we did in Lemma 3.3. First, note that the hypotheses on guarantee that (c, c ) lies in the smooth locus of X sc 0 (d; p) as in [25, §1] .
, and π f • h is defined over F λ by definition; it follows that for each cusp c, the residue field of c and the residue field of π f • h(c) are both F λ . So in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that the map
We now write h = h 1 + h d , where
Here g is the morphism from X sc;smooth ( p) to J 0 ( p) defined by Momose [25, §2] , and a is the "forgetting of We now make the further stipulation on f that A f (Q) is a finite group. (Again, we may choose f such that A f is a quotient of the Eisenstein quotient of J 0 ( p).) Let σ be the nontrivial element of Gal (K/Q). We have
It follows immediately that
and is thus of finite order.
Let M be the field of definition of Q. Let G be the group of automorphisms of X sc 0 (d; p) generated by w d and w p ; then G ∼ = (Z/2Z) 2 and Q lies over a Q-point of X sc 0 (d; p)/G, whence M is a subfield of a biquadratic field over Q. Suppose λ is a prime of M such that E has potentially multiplicative reduction at λ. Write (c, c ) ∈ X sc 0 (d; p)(Q) for the cusp to which Q reduces mod λ. Applying w d if necessary, we may assume that c = ∞.
If λ | p, the map π f • h is a formal immersion at (c, c ) λ by Lemma 3.5. Suppose λ|p. Since E has potentially multiplicative reduction, it acquires semistable reduction after a quadratic extension M of M; since M is biquadratic, the absolute ramification index of M at p is at most 4. If Q reduces to a cusp other than 0 and ∞, the group schemes A 0 p and B 0 p are bothétale over O M ([25, proof of (2.5)] whence, by Weil pairing, µ p isétale over O M ; this makes the absolute ramification index of M over p at least p − 1, a contradiction. If Q reduces to 0, we can act on Q by w p to make c = ∞. Now, by Lemma 3.5, the map π f • h is a formal immersion at (c, c ) λ .
We will now apply Proposition 3.1, using L = M λ , X = X sc 0 (d; p), and A = A f . Take x to be the cuspidal section (c, c ), and y to be the section given by Q. Finally, take φ to be the map π f • h. Since M is a subfield of a biquadratic extension of Q, its ramification degree is at most 2 over any odd prime. So we have e < −1. Now the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 contradicts the hypothesis that Q and (c, c ) reduce to the same point of X sc 0 (d; p)(M/λ).
We now turn to the case of Q-curves E whose mod p Galois representations have image in the normalizer of a nonsplit Cartan subgroup. This case is more difficult, due to the absence of rank 0 quotients of J ns ( p). However, we show below by analytic means that the Jacobian of the twisted modular curve X ns 0 (d; p) K does have rank 0 quotients; we then obtain a good reduction theorem on E using a formal immersion result of Darmon and Merel [11] . Remark 3.7. All is not lost if K is a real quadratic field. We will see below that when K is imaginary, there exists a newform f on level p 2 satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.9. When K is real, there still may be newforms f on other levels satisfying those conditions. However, the methods described here cannot treat the case of arbitrary K and d. For instance, suppose d is prime, and K is a real quadratic field in which d is inert. Then if f is either a newform in S 2 (Γ 0 ( p 2 )) with w p f = f , or a newform in S 2 (Γ 0 (dp 2 )) with w p f = f and w d f = −f , we have by a theorem of Weil [21, Th. 6 ] that f ⊗ χ K has negative functional equation, so that L( f ⊗ χ K , 1) = 0. This leaves us in much the same position as one who tries to use Mazur's method to control points on X ns ( p); the Jacobian of the curve in question, assuming Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer, has no rank 0 quotient.
Proof. Let C be the twisted modular curve X ns 0 (d; p) K , and write J = Jac (C). Then E yields a point P ∈ C(Q).
We have an isomorphism J × Q K ∼ = J ns 0 (d; p)/K; from a result of Chen and Edixhoven ( [6] , [12] ) there is a surjective homomorphism
where J 0 (dp 2 ) is the p-new quotient of J 0 (dp 2 ). Let T be the algebra generated by Hecke operators of degrees prime to dp, together with the group W of Atkin-Lehner involutions of degrees dividing d. It follows from Theorem 2 of [12] that the map α is compatible with the action of T on either side (in that theorem, let C be the isogeny category of abelian varieties endowed with an action of T, and M the Jacobian of
Suppose f is either
• a newform in S 2 (Γ 0 (dp 2 )) with w p f = f and w d f = −f ;
• a newform in S 2 (Γ 0 (d p 2 )) with d a proper divisor of d and w p f = f .
In each case, we have a quotient morphism π f : J 0 (dp 2 ) → A f such that the action of w d on J 0 (dp 2 ) induces the involution −1 on A f . In case d is not prime, we can and do choose our π f such that the quotient A f is preserved by the whole group W of Atkin-Lehner involutions. 
which is compatible with the action of T and has connected kernel. In particular,
Denote χ K by χ, and write A f ⊗ χ for the twist of A f by χ. Let σ be the nontrivial element of Gal (K/Q). Then we have a commutative diagram of abelian varieties over K:
where i and j are isomorphisms such that
In other words, ψ f is defined over Q. Let R 0 be the ring of integers of the number field K(ζ p + ζ −1 p ), and let R = R 0 [1/2dp]. Then X ns 0 (d; p) has a smooth model over R and the cusp ∞ of X ns 0 (d; p) is defined over R [11, §5] .
We can define a map
LEMMA 3.8. Let λ be a prime of R. Then the map
π f • h : X ns 0 (d; p)/R → A f /R
is a formal immersion at the point∞ of X ns 0 (d; p)(F λ ).
Proof. This fact is almost precisely Lemma 8.2 of [11] . One difference is that our quotient A f is not preserved by T n for all n prime to p, but by T n for all n prime to dp and all w d for d |d. We need to prove that, as in [11] , there exists a differential form ω on A f whose associated modular formg = a n (g)q n/p has a 1 (g) = 0 (mod λ). In fact, we will prove this for any quotient A of J ns 0 (d; p) which is preserved by T and which is not killed by α. Write S(A) for the vector space of weight 2 cusp forms attached to A. Suppose that a 1 (g) = 0 (mod λ) for everyg in S(A).
Choose someg in S(A) which is an eigenform for T, which is not in the kernel of α, and which does not reduce to 0 mod λ. The form g = a n (g)q n is a form on Γ 1 (dp 2 ) which is also an eigenform for T. (We remark, however, that the Hecke eigenform on Γ 0 (dp 2 ) associated tog via the map α does not necessarily have the same Hecke eigenvalues as g.) Let g 0 be a newform on some level dp 2 /M with the same eigenvalues as g. Then we can write
where B d is the Hecke operator sending f (τ ) to f (dτ ). (In this and all other discussion of Hecke operators, we follow the notation of [2] .)
Suppose α e = 0 (mod λ) for some e|M with (e, p) = 1. By [3, Prop. 1.5],
where c is a constant not divisible by λ and the h d are other modular forms. Since
, we see that a 1 (w e g) = 0 (mod λ), a contradiction. We conclude that α d = 0 (mod λ) unless p|d ; so g is congruent (mod λ) to a form in the image of B p , which implies that a n ( g) = 0 (mod λ) unless p|n. This in turn implies thatg is fixed by the action not only of the normalizer of nonsplit Cartan in GL 2 (Z/pZ), but of a Borel subgroup as well. Sog is a modular form on Γ 0 (d) and is therefore killed by α, a contradiction.
If f has the Fourier expansion a n q n , write f ⊗ χ for the modular form χ(n)a n q n . Then f ⊗ χ is a newform of some level N, and in particular there is an associated quotient A f ⊗χ of J 0 (N). Moreover, the abelian varieties A f ⊗ χ and A f ⊗χ are isogenous over Q.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose K is an imaginary quadratic field, and χ = χ K is the associated Dirichlet character. For all sufficiently large p, there exists a weight 2 cusp form f , which is either
• a newform in S 2 (Γ 0 (d p 2 )) with d a proper divisor of d and w p f = f , such that A f ⊗χ (Q) is a finite group.
We first explain how to finish the proof of Proposition 3.6 assuming the result of Proposition 3.9.
Suppose E/K is a Q-curve of degree d, meeting the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6.
First of all, suppose λ is a prime of K dividing p. If the reduction of E at λ is potentially multiplicative, then the image of the decomposition group G λ under Pρ E,p lies in a Borel subgroup. On the other hand, by hypothesis this image lies in the normalizer of a non-split Cartan subgroup. We conclude that the size of this image has order at most 2, which means that K λ contains Q(ζ p + ζ −1 p ). This is impossible once p ≥ 7. Now suppose that E has potentially multiplicative reduction over a prime not dividing p.
The cusps of X ns 0 (d; p) have minimal field of definition Q(ζ p + ζ −1 p ) [11, §5] , and K is linearly disjoint from Q(ζ p + ζ −1 p ); it follows that the cusps of X ns 0 (d; p) which lie over ∞ ∈ X 0 (d) form a single orbit under Gal (K/K). If λ is a prime of K(ζ p + ζ −1 p ) over , then the point P ∈ X ns 0 (d; p)(K) parametrizing E reduces mod λ to some cusp c. By applying Atkin-Lehner involutions at the primes dividing d, we can ensure that P reduces to a cusp which lies over ∞ in X 0 (d). By the transitivity of the Galois action, we can choose λ so that P actually reduces to the cusp ∞ mod λ. Note that in order for a K-point of X ns 0 (d; p) to reduce to ∞,
p ; this implies that 4 ≡ 1 mod p, and in particular = 2, 3 when p ≥ 7. Moreover, if p is large enough, we have (d, ) = 1. Now take f to be a form satisfying the conditions specified in Proposition 3.9. We have defined above a map
which is a formal immersion at∞ by Lemma 3.8. Apply Proposition 3.1 with X = X ns 0 (d; p)/R λ , x = ∞, y = P, and φ = π f •h. We first apply the argument of [11, Lemma 8.3 ] to show that the point φ(P) is torsion in A f (L), where L = K(ζ p +ζ −1 p ). Let n be an integer which kills the subgroup of J ns 0 (d; p) generated by cusps; such an n exists by the Drinfel'd-Manin theorem. Let σ be a generator for Gal (L/K); then (σ − 1)h(P) is killed by n, so nh(P) lies in J ns 0 (d; p)(K). Let τ be an element of Gal (L/Q) not lying in Gal (L/K). Then P τ = w d P, and
So nφ(P) lies in the subgroup of A f (K) on which τ acts as −1. By the hypothesis on f , this subgroup is finite. We conclude that φ(P) is torsion. Since > 3, the absolute ramification index of R λ at is at most 2. It now follows from Proposition 3.1 that y and x reduce to distinct points of X, contradicting our hypothesis on E.
It now remains only to prove Proposition 3.9. We say a form f is p-new if it is not in the space of old forms arising from S 2 (Γ 0 (dp)).
By a theorem of Kolyvagin and Logachev [20] , building on results of GrossZagier, Bump-Friedberg-Hofstein, and Murty-Murty, it suffices to show that there exists a weight 2 newform f on level p 2 such that w p f = f and L( f ⊗ χ, 1) = 0.
Our method will be to show the stronger statement that the (suitably weighted) average value of the above L-function over a certain class of forms is nonzero.
Let F be a Petersson-orthogonal basis for S 2 (Γ 0 ( p 2 )) such that each f ∈ F is an eigenform for all Hecke operators T where is prime to p, and for the Atkin-Lehner involution w p .
We define an average
First of all, note that if f is a form with
We may think of a Fourier coefficient a n as a linear functional in Hom (S 2 (Γ 0 ( p 2 )), C). Likewise, write L χ for the functional sending f to L( f ⊗ χ, 1). Now the Petersson inner product on S 2 (Γ 0 ( p 2 )) defines an inner product on the dual space Hom (S 2 (Γ 0 ( p 2 )), C), and the average we are studying is
with respect to this dual inner product.
In general, if 1 , 2 are linear functionals on the space of cuspforms for some Γ 0 (N), we write ( 1 , 2 ) N for the corresponding Petersson product. If V is a subspace of S 2 (Γ 0 (N)), we write ( 1 , 2 ) V for the Petersson product restricted to V. Finally, if M|N, we write ( 1 , 2 ) M N for the contribution to ( 1 , 2 ) N of those forms which are new on level M.
The value of V( p) can be estimated using the Petersson formula, as in [13] . In particular, we will show that, for p large enough, V( p) is nonzero, and thus that L( f ⊗ χ, 1) is nonzero for some f in F.
Proof. Immediate from the main theorem of [14] ; to be precise, we have in general that
with constants depending only on m, χ, and .
But Lemma 3.10 is not enough for us, since we require that there be a p-new form f with L( f ⊗ χ, 1) = 0. We must therefore show that the contribution of the p-old forms to V( p) is close to 0. We give below a general bound for the contribution of p-old forms to (a m , L χ ) p 2 . This will require an argument somewhat more intricate, but no deeper, than the Petersson estimate for V( p). The problem of bounding the contribution of oldforms is treated in [18] , but only in case the level is square-free. We have recently learned that a paper of Akbary [1] also bounds the contribution of oldforms in a similar situation.
Remark 3.11. We expect that, for arbitrary fixed N, the contribution of p-old
; proving this, when a high power of p divides N, seems rather complicated.
The space of p-old forms on Γ 0 ( p 2 ) is orthogonal to the space of p-new forms. So we can decompose the inner product (a m ,
We will show that (a m , L χ ) 
Proof. The space V f is spanned by B 1 f and pB p f . Then
where A is the symmetric matrix defined by
It follows from the definition of Petersson product that
We will now show that
Recall that we can write the Petersson product of two forms f and g as
where C is a constant independent of f and g, and L(s, f ×g) is the Rankin-Selberg L-function defined by analytic continuation of the series
(See [5, §1.6] .) Now
We now have
The sum over n is of length approximately √ M, and so has value of order at most M 1/4+ . Working the constants out is slightly intricate, so we satisfy ourselves with a much cruder bound.
Now by Lemma 4 of [14] we have
This yields the desired result.
for p sufficiently large. We have now proved Proposition 3.9, and therefore also Proposition 3.6.
Suppose that K is a quadratic field, and E/K is a Q-curve of degree d. If Pρ E,p does not surject onto PGL 2 (F p ), then the image of Pρ E,p is contained in a maximal subgroup of PGL 2 (F p ); that is to say, the image is contained in either a Borel subgroup, the normalizer of a Cartan subgroup, or an exceptional subgroup isomorphic to A 4 , S 4 , or A 5 . For any given K, there are only finitely many p for which it is possible that Pρ E,p has image contained in an exceptional subgroup [22, Introduction] . The following theorem now follows from Propositions 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6. 
is surjective, or
• E has potentially good reduction at all primes not dividing 6.
Solutions to
We now use the results of the previous sections to study solutions to the generalized Fermat equation
The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
is a degree 2 isogeny from E to its Galois conjugate E σ . Therefore, E/Q[i] is a Q-curve of degree 2.
One computes
where ω is the Weierstrass differential dx/2y with respect to the Weierstrass equation ( Proof. If A and B were both odd, then C p would be congruent to 2 mod 4, which is not possible. So C is odd. Moreover, C cannot be divisible by 3, since A 4 + B 2 = 0 has no nonzero solutions over F 3 . Finally, C = 1, since (A, B, C) is a non-trivial solution to (4.6). We conclude that there exists a prime greater than 3 which divides C; it follows that E has multiplicative reduction at primes of Q[i] over . Proof. Since 3 does not divide C, the curve E has good reduction at 3, so Pρ E,p is unramified at 3. The modularity of E now follows from [15 First of all, we will translate x by 1, which gives us a new Weierstrass equation We are now in the situation of [28, IV. §9, Step 7] , so E has reduction of type I * n for some n. Note that π 3 |a 3 . Also, π 5 divides ( − 2 + 14i)A and 8i, so we have a 6 ∼ = (B + iA 2 + 1)(i + 2) mod π 5 . Recall that we've assumed B is not congruent to 1 mod 4. So B − 2A ≡ 3 mod 4.
If B − 2A is congruent to 7 mod 8, we see that π 5 |a 6 . So the polynomial Y 2 + π −2 a 3 Y − π −4 a 6 Y has a double root over F 2 at Y = 0. Moreover, in this case 4 . So ord π a 4 = 3, which implies that the polynomial π −1 a 2 X 2 + π −3 a 4 X + π −5 a 6 has distinct roots in F 2 . We conclude in this case that E has reduction type I * 2 and f = ord π (∆) − 6 = 6.
Suppose on the other hand that B − 2A is congruent to 3 mod 8. Then we change variables by setting y = y + 2. This change of variables causes a 6 to become a multiple of π 5 , while the valuations of a 4 and a 2 do not change. So once again we are in the situation of reduction type I * 2 and f = 6. The quantity f computed above is the Artin conductor of T p E considered as a p-adic Galois representation of Gal (Q 2 /Q 2 [i]). Let ρ * be the the 4-dimensional representation of Gal (Q 2 /Q 2 ) induced from T p E. Then ρ * ∼ = T p A, where A is the restriction of scalars of E described above. We have from [24, §1] that f (ρ * ) = f + 2 dim T p E = f + 4. So f (ρ * ) is either 10 or 16.
By examination of the j invariant, we see that E has potentially good reduction at π. It follows that the inertia group I 2 ⊂ Gal (Q 2 /Q 2 ) acts on T p A through a finite quotient G, whose order is not divisible by any prime greater than 3. Let ρ E,p be the 2-dimensional representation of Gal (Q/Q) on T p A, and let f p be the conductor of ρ E,p | Gal (Q 2 /Q 2 ). If p = p is inert, it is immediate that f (ρ * ) = 2f p . If, on the other hand, p and p are split primes of Q( √ 2) lying over p, then f p and f p are both equal to the 2-part of the conductor of the modular abelian variety A, and again we get f (ρ * ) = f p + f p = 2f p .
We conclude that f p is either 5 or 8. Moreover, the fact that |G| is prime to p implies that the 2-part of the conductor ofρ E,p is identical with f p . This completes the proof.
We have now established thatρ E,p is isomorphic toρ f ,p , where f is a weight 2 newform of level 32 or 256. In fact, the newforms of these levels are all associated to elliptic curves (not necessarily defined over Q) with complex multiplication by
. In particular, the image of Pρ E,p is the normalizer of a Cartan subgroup in PGL 2 (F p ).
Suppose the image of Pρ E,p lies in the normalizer of a split Cartan subgroup. Then it follows from Proposition 3.4 that E has good reduction away from 6. But this contradicts Lemma 4.3.
We conclude that the image of Pρ E,p must be the normalizer of a non-split Cartan subgroup. We now use this fact to bound p. Verification of the existence of such a modular form is, in principle, a finite computation. In practice, it is beyond the reach of current computers to compute the Fourier coefficients of a newform of level 2p 2 when p is as large as 100. It seems probable that by exploiting various tricks and carrying out more complicated computations, we will be able to show that Proposition 4.7 applies for all primes p between 17 and 211. We will discuss this problem in a later paper.
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